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WebGrid is a port of a highly interactive conceptual modeling application to operate effectively as a web service
available through any web client. It was developed in 1994, has been available as a service on the web on a 24/7
basis since January 1995, and has been used by over 20,000 different sites. A tutorial on porting interactive
applications to the web using WebGrid as an example was presented at the Fourth International World Wide Web
Conference in 1995. This article updates that material in the light of a decade of further experience, describing the
significant lessons learned in designing and evolving WebGrid through four major generations as the underlying
web technologies have evolved from the initial implementation of HTML forms through cascading style sheets and
Javascript to dynamic HTML and Ajax, and as user requirements have themselves evolved.

1 Introduction
The initial concept (Berners-Lee, 1989) of the World Wide Web was that of providing ease of access
through the Internet to a network of documents navigated through embedded hypertext links in a
standard hypertext markup language (HTML). This concept was greatly extended when Marc
Andreessen and Eric Bina in August 1993 supported embedded Motif widgets in the Mosaic browser
and later used this to support HTML+ forms. The capability from HTML 2 onwards of being able to
implement active documents having embedded within them the full range of basic user interface widgets
enabled a wide range of interactive applications to be ported to the web. In essence, HTML came to be
used as a graphic user interface programming language, and web browsers as universal interactive
interfaces to a wide variety of applications.
The attractions of porting interactive applications to the web were that: they became available to any
user having a web browser on any platform connected to the Internet; there was no need to distribute and
update code to all users; code need be developed for only one platform; only the server code needed to
be maintained and enhanced; usage could be monitored remotely, problems noted and fixed;
collaborative applications could be developed as all users were on a common network; typographic,
multimedia and hypertext features were automatically available; and the document model was familiar
to most users.
Problems in porting interactive applications in the early days arose largely from the stateless nature of
the hypertext transport protocol (HTTP), the limited range of user interface widgets supported, and the
lack of local interactivity. Later developments such as Unicode which supports symbols and non-Roman
fonts, cascading style sheets (CSS) that separate the document content from the way it is presented,
embedded Javascript and dynamic HTML (DHTML) that together allow a document to be modified
interactively, and Ajax technology that allows further material to be downloaded from the server without
having to download a complete document, have alleviated many of these issues. However, it has also
been surprising how much could be achieved with technologies dating from 1993, over a decade before
these later enhancements had evolved.

1.1 WebGrid
WebGrid was one of the first ports of a highly interactive application to operate as a web service
(Gaines, 1995; Shaw, and Gaines, 1995). It was part of a series of ports across platforms and
programming language of a suite of programs developed by Shaw (1978; 1980) for eliciting conceptual
models from people. Kelly (1955) had developed personal construct psychology as a theory of the way
in which people construe their past experience in order to anticipate future experience. He also describes
a technique, the repertory grid, through which an individual’s construct systems can be elicited,
modeled and compared, and this has been widely used to elicit conceptual models in a number of areas
such as market research, clinical psychology, education, management, conflict resolution and knowledge
acquisition. In 1975 Shaw automated and enhanced the process of elicitation through computer
programs that used continuous online analysis to guide the elicitation process, and presented the results
of grid analyses and comparisons in a graphic form.
Shaw’s programs were originally written for the PDP12 and later ported to a PPD10 timesharing service,
the Apple II, Macintosh and IBM PC to make them more widely available for remote access and on
personal computers. In 1980 it was suggested (Gaines, and Shaw, 1980) that they could be used to elicit
knowledge from experts in developing knowledge-based systems, and by the mid-1980s repertory grids
had become a standard tool for knowledge acquisition for expert systems (Boose, 1984; Boose, 1986). A
knowledge acquisition version with extended data types and rule induction, known as Knowledge
Support System, KSS0 (Gaines, and Shaw, 1993a; Gaines, and Shaw, 1993b), was licensed to Neuron
Data and sold by them as Nextra, a knowledge engineering front-end to their expert system shell,
Nexpert.
The development of Andreessen’s Mosaic web browser in 1993 supporting embedded user interface
widgets for inline images and interactive forms made it feasible to offer the functionality of
KSS0/Nextra across the Internet. This was attractive because there was demand for a port of
KSS0/Nextra to Microsoft Windows, knowledge acquisition was generally a distributed team effort, and
our integrated knowledge acquisition and modeling system involved extensive hypermedia support to
manage documents, audio transcripts and images as knowledge sources (Gaines, Rappaport, and Shaw,
1992; Gaines, and Shaw, 1993a). The release of Mosaic for Unix in 1993 and for Windows and
Macintosh in 1994 meant that users on most platforms could access web-based knowledge acquisition
tools through similar interfaces across a common network with extensive multimedia support.
The development of Schotton’s MacHTTP web server in 1993 enabled us to experiment with the use of
a new release of KSS0, KSSn ported to C++, as a server extension through its common gateway
interface (CGI). The only major code additions required was a module to convert the graphic outputs to
graphic interchange format (GIF) images and another to manage the web page generation and form
decoding. The initial prototype had some clumsy features in the user interface because different
“Submit” buttons were not distinguishable in early versions of Mosaic, but once the HTML+/HTML
level 2 specifications were developed and supported it became possible to offer conceptual modeling as
a web service. Early in 1995 WebGrid was made available at http://tiger.cpsc.ucalgary.ca and has
continued to operate as a 24/7 service ever since.
The initial usage was much higher than we had expected as users in a wide range of disciplines
discovered that a conceptual modeling service was freely available on the web. In the period JulyDecember 1995 WebGrid was accessed from 674 different sites in 30 countries. However, we had little
contact with individual users since the service was robust and the online documentation appeared
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adequate. Occasionally users contacted us for advice and we learned more of their particular activities.
For example, a graduate student in Holland studying operators’ models of nuclear reactors who came
across the grid elicitation system on the web in September 1995, used it with his experts to elicit their
conceptual models, and included these in an additional chapter in his thesis for examination in October
1995; the web certainly accelerates research processes! Since then we know of over forty masters and
doctoral theses around the world that have used WebGrid for their primary data collection, and the
service has been accessed from over 20,000 user sites.
WebGrid has evolved through four major releases, each with substantial increases in functionality but all
backwards compatible so ongoing users have not had to change their mode of usage unless they wish to
do so. To support universal access from sites world-wide in the early years when there were major
discrepancies between browser implementations, the first two releases in 1994 and 1998 were designed
to rely on only HTML level 2 capabilities. WebGrid III released in 2001 made use of basic Javascript
functionality to enhance the interactivity of the user interface. WebGrid IV was completely re-coded in
2006 to make full use of the latest standardized capabilities supported by a wide range of modern
browsers, notably Unicode, HTML level 4, DHTML, Ajax and the Prototype cross-browser Javascript
framework (Prototype, 2006). The server is script-driven with scripts in a full programming language
that is incrementally compiled, so that end-users can customize its operation as they see fit.
This article discusses the design objectives established for WebGrid, their implementation, operator and
user experience with a long-term web service, the evolution of the service as web technology and user
requirements themselves evolved, and the current state of the art.

2 WebGrid Design Objectives
There were three major design objectives for WebGrid: in terms of overall utility, to make available
through the web all of the functionality of KSS0/Nextra; in terms of software engineering, to ensure the
reliability, lack of memory leaks, etc, necessary for continuous 24/7 operation and to be able to sustain
this through the evolution of the service; in terms of human factors, to support users having minimal
computer literacy while also enabling advanced users to customize the application and integrate it with
their own applications, all this with the minimum of individual support. We were acutely conscious that
making a complex interactive application open to anyone with web access might lead to a deluge of
support requests, and that we needed to be highly defensive against this possibility.
The underlying application had already been ported across eight platforms with different operating
systems and to three different programming languages, and each time we had done so it had been
refactored for increasing modularity. The object-oriented implementation of KSSn in C++ made the
software engineering objectives relatively easy to achieve.
2.1 Porting Rating Scale Functionality
Porting the full functionality at first appeared problematic because repertory grid elicitation involves
eliciting the constructs, the conceptual dimensions of a person’s models of experience, by rating
elements, entities in the domain of experience under investigation, along a rating scale. A major feature
of KSS0/Nextra was a specialist rating scale widget that enabled this to be done by dragging elements to
locations along construct dimensions as shown in Figure 1.
However, the popup menus available in HTML 2 provided similar functionality in that one could show
the points on the scale and allow the user to drag the cursor to an appropriate rating as shown in Figure
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2. This proved to be simple and natural to understand, particularly as popup menus came into common
usage in most applications, and the advantages of a specialist widget became balanced by those of user
familiarity with a standard widget. It also proved advantageous when we extended the repertory grid for
purposes of knowledge-based system development with additional data types such as labeled categories,
numbers, dates, etc, and found it simple to support them through HTML menus and text input fields.

Figure 1. KSS0/Nextra click and drag rating scale interface

Figure 2. WebGrid click and drag rating scale interface
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2.2 Context-sensitive Help
We had intended our user community originally to be those already familiar with our standalone
application on a personal computer. However, it was quickly apparent that WebGrid was developing a
new community of users for whom it was their first introduction to repertory grid techniques, and that
there was a need for online support integrated with the application. For WebGrid II, we developed a
context-sensitive ‘help’ module that was called through a small “?” icon displayed in each significant
sub-section of the user interface as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Integrated context-sensitive help
For example, if the “?” icon next to the “Triad” button in the fourth section down is pressed then a help
screen with relevant information pops up as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. A help window
Some of the help screens contain links to online documentation and published papers enabling users to
investigate issues in greater depth if they wish.
2.3 Support of the “Back” Button as “Undo”
As is apparent in Figure 3, WebGrid provides the user with a rich range of complex functionality, which
can be daunting if users feel that any of their actions may be irreversible. We needed to provide them
with the reassurance of an unlimited “undo” capability whereby they could revert to any previous state.
The natural way to do this in a web browser is to support the back button and history menu as undo
capabilities. That is, if one goes back to a previous screen then the state of the system is precisely that of
the system when that screen was created.
We achieved this by fully adopting the stateless protocol of HTTP in that all the data elicited from the
user for the repertory grid was stored in hidden fields in the document on the screen. This was feasible
because even quite large grids involved only a few kilobytes of data. If the datasets had been larger then
the use of a hidden field for a state-identifier linking back to state dumps at the server would have
achieved the same end, but it was not necessary in this application.
Some years later we found that the scalability of this approach was being severely tested by a few users
who were entering very large datasets into WebGrid for data analysis purposes. However, by that time
the browsers and server were coping with over 100 kilobytes of hidden field data without problems.
Some interesting design decisions became necessary as we began to enhance client-side interactivity,
initially with Javascript and in WebGrid IV with Ajax techniques. Changes could be made to the local
document that could only be undone as a whole by use of the back button. However, such a situation
existed in the earliest versions since, for example, in the rating screen shown in Figure any ratings
entered are lost when one reverts to a previous screen. That is, our use of the back button was more akin
to that of the cancel button shown in Figure 2 in that it undid all changes made since the new page was
loaded. This behavior had been accepted by our users without comment or problems, and, from
discussions, with a sample of them it was clear that the user model of WebGrid interaction was that each
page was, in a sense, a modal dialog that once either completed to effect a change, or cancelled with no
effect.
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We have supported this user model in WebGrid IV development and ensured that each of the twenty
WebGrid interface documents is distinctive and its functionality clear and monolithic, a transactionoriented model. The back button essentially cancels an ongoing transaction with no side-effects. This
model is also supported from a software engineering perspective in that each document is managed
through its own script with one function that generates it and another that analyzes the data returned
from it and carries out the transaction.
2.4 Porting Graphic Functionality
A major feature of KSS0/Nextra was the availability of graphic analyses of the data showing the
conceptual structures elicited in a readily understandable form. We supported these in WebGrid by
converting the outputs to GIF (later PNG) format, caching them at the server, and embedding the cached
images in the documents returned to the user as shown in Figure 5. Profiling the WebGrid I system
showed that the image generation was the dominant use of processor resources, and we wrote a graphics
to GIF generator with highly optimized inner loops that reduced the time to a fraction of a second even
on the processors of 1995. Nowadays it is no longer an issue.

Figure 5. Graphic data analysis
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The analyses were made interactive by embedding them in the forms and using the clickable input
images, and using the x-y data returned from them to return to the user the appropriate document for
editing the data associated with the element or construct that had been clicked.
The graphic output in Figure 5 was generated in RepNet, the interactive vector graphics component of
Rep IV. In the stand-alone application the user is able to drag the labels to different positions in order to
improve the appearance beyond that provided by the automatic layout algorithm. For WebGrid the
graphic output is converted to a portable network graphics (PNG) file, and the only interactivity we have
so far been able to provide is that clicking elements and constructs in the image accesses the appropriate
editors as noted above. There are other components of Rep IV that require full user interaction with the
graphics in a way that web technology until very recently has not supported. Section 4 discusses some of
these components and our plans to port them.
2.5 Supporting Multimedia Annotation
We had supported multimedia annotation in KSS0/Nextra through links to material in separate
hypermedia applications such as HyperCard. In WebGrid II we used the inbuilt hypermedia support of
web browsers by allowing users to annotate the data they entered with comments that were then
embedded in the document where appropriate. Figure 6 shows the entry of such annotation (where the
use of HTML to embed images may require facilitator support), and Figure 7 its effect in an elicitation
document.

Figure 6. Hypermedia annotation in HTML
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Figure 7. Hypermedia annotations embedded in a document
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The implementation of this feature involved dynamically encoding the annotation in three different
formats: one for storing in the hidden fields; another for display as editable text; and another for use as
embedded HTML.
2.6 Saving Data
Our users needed to be able to save, edit and analyze their saved data, but we did not wish to manage a
central storage facility requiring them to register and requiring us to be responsible for their data. This
requirement was addressed through the same mechanism as that described in the previous section. Since
all the data was stored in the current document, it was only necessary to save that document as HTML
on the local machine to preserve the data locally. Opening the document at any time re-established the
link to the server and enabled the elicitation to continue or the data to be edited and analyzed. We also
made the Rep IV standalone application able to open the saved web documents and extract the data from
them, so that data collected through the web could be analyzed together with data collected by other
means.
Interestingly, the very simplicity of this way of saving data led to this feature requiring the most support
in terms of user explanation. In most web applications users do not need to save the HTML documents
on their local machines, and the notion that doing so with WebGrid documents would preserve their data
was not a natural one. Once experienced it became a simple feature, but it was not the obvious thing to
do.
There were some features of KSS0/Nextra that did require data storage at the server, notably the
capability to compare conceptual models in two different repertory grids. We supported this in WebGrid
II, as shown in Figure 8, by allowing a grid to be stored in a cache at our server for later use,
automatically returning to the user a uniform resource locator (URL) containing a unique identifier for
the grid. We specified that the cached data would be kept for 90 days but might expire thereafter, but in
practice have never deleted such cached data.
As our user community evolved it became apparent that we needed further support for some major users
who were using WebGrid to elicit conceptual models from distributed communities through the Internet,
and who needed some form of centralized automatic data collection at the server. We again wanted to be
able to do this without having to provide explicit control or support. Hence in WebGrid III, released in
early 1998, we added the facility for users to register their own password-protected cache directories at
our server, and to save and access grids in them.
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Figure 8. Facilities for saving and caching data
We programmed WebGrid III such that if a cached grid was used as the basis of further elicitation then
the resultant grid was automatically added to the cache. We also provided multiple grid analysis
facilities available when the primary user accessed his or her password-protected cache as shown in
Figure 9. This supported automatic data collection from remote users, and protected access and analysis
of the collected data. This facility has been widely used in a number of market research and other group
conceptual modeling studies, and has been particularly attractive to researchers wishing to collect data
from geographically dispersed sites.
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Figure 9. Access to cached data
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2.7 Supporting Collaboration
One of the most important forms of grid analysis is the comparison of two or more grids from different
people construing the same domain or from the same person at different times as their construct system
develops and changes. Our standalone application provided extensive facilities for the graphic
presentation of grid comparisons, and these were ported to WebGrid I to support some of its earliest
applications to facilitating collaborative learning (Shaw, and Gaines, 1995).
As shown in Figure 8, the Save page offers the capability to cache a grid for others, and when this option
is selected the grid is cached and the user is presented with a set of URL’s to access the cached grid in
various forms as shown in Figure 10. These may be copied and made available in web pages or sent by
email, so that other people can be invited to develop related grids and compare them with those of others
to see the similarities and differences in their construct systems. This capability has been used
extensively to support collaborative learning in distributed communities.

Figure 10. Accessing a cached grid
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Grid comparisons are also significant research tools in studying various communities of practice where
commonalities are expected in construing but their extent may be difficult to assess (Gaines, and Shaw,
1994; Shaw, and Gaines, 1999). The support of user-managed caches introduced in WebGrid III enables
a facilitator or researcher to collect grids automatically from a distributed community and analyze them
online for discussion within that community. The cached data shown in Figure 9 was gathered in a study
of a small professional community of geographers studying spatial mapping techniques. The radio
buttons on the left enable any pair of grids to be selected and compared as illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Comparing grids
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2.8 Supporting Customization
For WebGrid II, we wished to allow users to customize WebGrid in the general appearance of pages and
with their own headers and trailers. The general status page allowed users to replace the BODY tag,
which controls the background colour or image in each page, and the header and trailer of each WebGrid
document with their own HTML code. This been used, for example, in the real estate pages shown
above to change the background color and to substitute a customized header.
The BODY tag substitution was intended originally to support different background colors and images.
However, it also enables user-specified HTML to be inserted at the end of the HEAD section and the
beginning of the BODY section, and this has proved very powerful as HTML features have evolved. For
example, when cascading style sheet support became available in browsers it was used to insert STYLE
specifications customizing the interpretation of individual HTML tags, and Javascript supporting userdesigned interactivity. This has made the consistency of usage of all HTML tags within WebGrid
documents particularly important so that users specifying styles see precisely the effects they expect.
In WebGrid IV the BODY tag substitution has been generalized to the capability to insert arbitrary
HTML in the HEAD and at the end of the BODY sections of every page. Each page has a distinct ID tag
in its BODY statement and is designed such that every element within it is readily accessible through its
class, its ID and through document object model (DOM) navigation. Through use of these facilities
users can re-style all the WebGrid pages together or selectively, and incorporate new elements and
functionality as they see fit, purely through the interface with no access to the underlying scripts or
application code. Use of the Prototype (2006) Javascript framework buffers users from inconsistencies
in DOM functionality across browsers.
Additional data collection can be incorporated in an integrated fashion by using these facilities to
include additional DOM input elements whose names begin with an underline character, since the
WebGrid server treats such data as part of the grid meta data and preserves it through all transactions,
including caching and data downloads/uploads.
Figure 12 shows the customization fields in use for replacing the header, restyling pages selectively, and
adding an additional field for debugging Javascript interacting with the DOM by adding a text area at
the bottom of each page together with an “Execute” button that will execute any Javascript typed into
that text area.
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Figure 12. Customizing WebGrid
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Further customization is possible because the generation of web documents in WebGrid is from scripts
that may be modified by the administrator of the server. The behavior of versions I through III was
driven by scripts in a macro substitution language with variable data from the grid being available as
macro parameters. WebGrid IV offers substantially more power since the entire server operation is
programmed through administrator-accessible scripts in a full object-orientated programming language
supported by an incremental compiler. The application programming interface (API) accessing all the
grid functionality appears to the programmer as an integral library of specialist functions and datatypes.
All of the HTML generation and analysis of GET and POST requests is programmed through scripts
which may be modified by the server administrator. A wide range of general-purpose libraries are also
available through the script language including an XML parser/generator, an SQL database manager,
and graphic generation capabilities.
The family of scripts in use is specified as a parameter of the URL used to access WebGrid. This has
enabled us to customize various versions of WebGrid for specific users with whom we are working
closely, including translating the dialog into other languages. For example, Figure 13 shows the same
grid as in Figure 3 with the URL amended to call a family of Spanish language scripts.

Figure 13. Customizing WebGrid through a script family
In recent years the availability of Unicode support in all the major browsers has made it feasible to use
non-Roman languages in grids, and WebGrid IV was designed to be fully Unicode-compliant as
illustrated in the test ‘grid’ incorporating many different fonts shown in Figure 14. This enables grid
data to be entered in any language of the world, and the scripts for the interaction to be translated into
non-Roman languages.
All these features have gone a long way to making WebGrid IV both a complete grid elicitation and
analysis system, and an extremely flexible, open-architecture porting environment for interactive
applications.
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Figure 14. Unicode support of non-Roman fonts
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2.9 Integration with Other Applications
KSS0/Nextra was designed to integrate with knowledge-based and hypermedia systems in such a way
that a user experienced a single, relatively seamless application (Gaines, and Linster, 1990; Gaines,
Rappaport, and Shaw, 1992). We planned for WebGrid to offer similar capabilities and built facilities
into the server for communication with other applications across the Internet. However, most of the
integration was achieved by linking additional applications to WebGrid at the server. For example, we
ran our rule induction (Gaines, 1994) and description-logic inference engines (Gaines, 1996) on the
same server as WebGrid and linked them through inter-application communication protocols to provide
a integrated knowledge acquisition and inference capability integrated with documents (Gaines, and
Shaw, 1999) that has been widely used in computer science teaching (Gaines, and Shaw, 1997).
An interesting approach to integration with WebGrid was adopted by Tennison in the development of
APECKS, tool for collaborative ontology construction (Tennison, O'Hara, and Shadbolt, 2002).
APECKS, as well as providing internal knowledge acquisition (KA) support, was designed to interface
with web-accessible KA tools, thereby allowing theoretically unlimited KA support for users. The sytem
used WebGrid-II for external KA support, and the paper cited discusses issues involved in integrating
APECKS and WebGrid in detail.
Tennison wished to show that her approach could be used to integrate web-based KA services with
APECKS without any modification to those services, even if they had been designed primarily for
human interaction and there was no collaboration with their designers. She packaged APECKS
ontologies as if they were grids embedded in WebGrid forms and posted them to the WebGrid server
using the HTTP protocol. She re-packaged the document returned as an APECKS document for
presentation to her users. Figure 15 shows an example of WebGrid being used to compare two APECKS
ontologies.
WebGrid IV incorporates script-driven XML encoders and decoders supporting the offering of web
services targeted on computer-computer interaction that make it simpler to achieve the kind of
integration that Tennison developed, as well as to offer access to a far wider range of web services based
on the knowledge acquisition, modeling and management tools available on the WebGrid server.
However, the capability that Tennison demonstrated, of being able to re-purpose one web service in
order to integrate some of its capabilities into another web service even if the service used was not
designed with this in mind, remains an important option.
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Figure 15. WebGrid ontology comparison in APECKS
2.10 Instrumentation, Monitoring and Performance
Since WebGrid was developed initially as proof of concept in a research environment, we instrumented
it to track all performance parameters under various conditions of loading, and this has been useful in
optimizing all later developments. WebGrid I and II ran on a Mac II computer with a 16MHz, 6820
processor, 8 Mbytes main memory and an 80 MByte hard drive, that had been discarded as obsolete.
This was replaced in 1999 with WebGrid III running on a 15” flat panel iMac running OS X with the
MacHTTP (renamed WebStar) server and KSS0 as a CGI running under the OS 9 emulator. WebGrid
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IV is a cross-platform implementation with one version that runs as a universal application under OS X
and another than runs under Windows XP and Vista, all compiled from the same source code.
WebGrid I through III had a transaction time of less than one second and, from the server logs, typically
supported some six simultaneous users, with peak loads of 15 or so. Most transactions involve the user
in substantial local activity taking some 15 to 30 seconds so users saw little impact of server loading
with these loads. WebGrid IV running on current machines takes typically less than 100 msec a
transaction and can support higher loads, but since the server is now embedded in the stand-alone
application we expect much usage will be on local computers and small intranets and a major pattern of
use may become the support of collaboration among small groups, either local or distributed, with each
project having its own server.
Part of the instrumentation has been to keep a copy of each grid developed under WebGrid in a
password-protected cache. We have treated such material as protected by user privacy, and it has been
only used to monitor usage in terms of sizes of grid, topics, language used, and so on, and the data has
never been made available to third parties or published. However, as WebGrid became used by
researchers for distributed data collection we have been asked to provide facilities that go beyond the
caching of completed grids as described in Section 2.7, and allow the researcher to track the process of
grid development. In WebGrid IV it is possible to collect each page delivered to a user in an SQL
database and review them as a series of snapshots of user interaction.
We have also been asked whether it is possible to provide such facilities in real-time. In classical
repertory grid elicitation, whether involving computers or not, the facilitator often works with the person
from whom the grid is being elicited, prompts them, and discusses the evolving grid. Shaw’s (1980)
PEGASUS elicitation program emulates some of this facilitation by continually feeding back matches
between elements and constructs and prompting further elicitation, and WebGrid implements this, but it
would also be useful for a human facilitator to be able to ‘look over the user’s shoulder’ and
communicate with the user at a remote location. We have done this with Timbuktu remote screensharing software, but this requires specialist software to be installed on the client machine, and it would
be useful to be able to do it with standard web clients. We are experimenting with such a capability in
WebGrid IV using standard chat and voice over internet protocol (VOIP) facilities for communication
and an Ajax polling client for the facilitator that mirrors pages sent to the user on the facilitator’s
machine. There are obvious privacy issues that need to be addressed, but these are no different from
those of any other web usage since such monitoring at the server is always possible.

3 The Future: WebNet, Porting the RepNet Interactive Graphics Component
This paper has focused on what has been involved in porting the repertory grid representation of
conceptual models, which was feasible in 1994 with existing technology, and the enhancements of that
port to date. However, there are components of the stand-alone application which it has not been feasible
to port so far because there has been no support for them within the web standards framework until very
recently. These components all involve interactive vector graphics which were not included in the
family of Motif user interface widgets that Eric Bina incorporated in Mosaic to support text entry, and
became the basis for HTML forms.
3.1 Graphic Representation of Conceptual Models
In the stand-alone application the RepNet tool provides a generic shell for many different knowledge
representation networks allowing different types of nodes and links to be defined and styled for
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presentation, with the logical structure and the appearance being separately managed. We have used the
tool across many disciplines to represent bond graphs, PERT charts, concept maps, conceptual graphs,
semantic networks and construct nets. Figure 16 shows RepNet representing a concept map from a
classic educational study (Novak, and Gowin, 1984; Gaines, and Shaw, 1995b).

Figure 16. Concept map in RepNet
RepNet graphics are interactive in two distinct ways: first, in their creation as graphical structures; and
secondly in their continuing detection of user actions such as clicks, the response to which is fully
scriptable based on the same open-architecture scripting system used to program WebGrid. The various
grid elicitation and analysis programs in Rep IV all use RepNet for their graphic output, and, as noted in
Section 2.4, ongoing interaction with this output is important to understanding, exploring and using it.
For example, SocioGrids, the multiple grid analysis components of Rep IV, which is important to
supporting collaborative usage, make major use of RepNet interactivity. We have been able to port the
comparison of pairs of grids as illustrated in Figure 11, but the full SocioGrids analysis relies on user
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interaction with the graphic output in order to explore and understand it fully. Figure 17 shows a
socionet in RepNet generated by SocioGrids, where the links between grids represent the modeled
capability of the conceptual structure represented in one grid to be used to construe the world in the
same way as that represented in another (Shaw, 1980).

Figure 17. Socionet in RepNet generated by a Rep IV SocioGrids analysis
All links are possible at some level of comprehension, and those actually displayed are determined by
the cut off applied to the strength of the links. This is adjustable through control at the bottom left,
letting the user see the links come and go as the cut off is adjusted, and hence explore the structural
relationships in the community represented, perhaps producing a composite graphic showing this as
illustrated in Figure 18. We would like to port these capabilities to the web.

Figure 18. Socionets composite
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3.2 Construct Nets
There are also important graphic representations of conceptual structures that Rep IV supports, and that
we wish to port to the web. For example, a complementary representation to that of the grid is that
through construct nets in which the conceptual model comprises labeled nodes connected by directed
links (Shaw, and Gaines, 1992b; Gaines, and Shaw, 1993b). Such nets are used informally as concept
maps in education (Novak, and Gowin, 1984) and with well-defined semantics as semantic networks in
formal knowledge representation (Gaines, 1991). We have demonstrated the wide range of uses of such
graphic network representations in many stand-alone and web-based applications (Gaines, and Shaw,
1995a), and the stand-alone Rep IV application provides the capability to represent construct systems in
both grids (RepGrid) and networks (RepNet).
Figure 19 shows a construct net derived from a repertory grid representing a set of sample cases of
contact lens prescriptions based on the well-known study of rule induction by Cendrowska and Bramer
(1987). The popup menu is a scripted response to the event generated by clicking in the net outside a
node. Clicking within a node generates a different scripted menu that enables the node to be assigned a
truth value of true or false. Selected “Infer” in the popup menu shown triggers a scripted description
logic inference engine to infer from the truth values of some nodes the truth values of other, thereby
operating as an ‘expert system.’ The inference network shown may also be tested on the repertory grid
holding the cases to make inferences about each case. The details are described in the description logic
literature (Gaines, 2004).

Figure 19. Construct net solving the contact lens prescription problem
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3.3 Porting the Interactive Graphic Component
Although the current WebGrid port has been very heavily used and has supported a wide range of
research activities, we shall not regard it as complete until we have also ported the graphic functionality
shown in Figures 16 through 19. This requires some form of interactive scalable vector graphics on the
web that has not been so readily available as the form widgets and static bitmap graphics used to
implement the repertory grid component. RepNet can output its networks as a PNG file and this is how
the images shown in Figures 5 and 11 were generated for WebGrid. It can also output a client-side
clickable map data structure allowing any net to be used on the web and a URL to be accessed when a
node is clicked. The WebGrid server does all this dynamically when it services a request to fetch a
RepNet file. However, while this is useful, it only makes the static end-product of the process of
developing a graphic representation available, not the interactive development or use.
In the early days of Java applets, which allowed one to run Java applications within a web document, we
experimented with the implementation of our graphic network tools as interactive applications on the
web, but found the applet support in the major browsers was unreliable. Now with improved applet
support, or alternative techniques such as W3C’s (2007) scalable vector graphics standard that is
beginning to be supported in some browsers, Adobe’s Flash technology, and Zorn’s (2005) Javascript
vector graphics library that uses standard HTML elements to provide a graphic drawing environment in
web pages, it is possible to support interactive graphic applications on the web as demonstrated by the
Open-jACOB workflow editor (Open-jACOB, 2007). We plan to use these technologies to make the
RepNet tool in Rep IV available interactively on the web integrated with the WebGrid environment. We
expect this implementation to evolve as vector graphics become an increasingly standardized feature in
web browsers, with the underlying graphic data structures used in RepNet being presented in improved
ways as the web’s graphic technology evolves.
When this port is completed it will provide the capability on the web to induce inferential knowledge
structures from grids and use them to emulate human anticipation, inference and problem solving (Shaw,
and Gaines, 2005). It will be possible to take an informal concept map such as that of Figure 17 and
evolve it to be a formal knowledge structure from which inferences may be drawn, modeling the
processes whereby informal human idea become increasingly formally defined in the process of
scientific development (Nersessian, 1989). We have used a combination of grids and nets in many
courses to facilitate students clarifying their ideas, comparing them others, and studying their
consequences (Shaw, and Gaines, 1992a; Shaw, and Gaines, 1998). Our overall objective is to make all
these capabilities available on the web to distributed communities, anytime, anywhere.

4 Conclusions
When we decided to experiment with the porting of our repertory grid and other knowledge acquisition
tools to operate through the World Wide Web in 1994 it was primarily a curiosity-driven venture with
little expectation of achievement. Web browsers were still fairly primitive and unreliable, and the
potential to support highly interactive applications with the basic widgets available seemed very limited.
We proceeded with the venture in major part because others in our field, such as the Ontolingua research
team at Stanford (Rice, Farquhar, Piernot, and Gruber, 1996), were pursuing the development of webbased interaction with their tools with great enthusiasm.
However, WebGrid when we released it as a proof of feasibility demonstration early in 1995 came into
widespread use very rapidly, and that usage has continued and grown during the past decade. We had to
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accept very early on that we were serving a large and diverse, world-wide community of users who were
largely anonymous to us, and that we needed to focus on supporting them with a reliable, selfexplanatory service that necessitated little direct interaction with our users. This article has described
some of the major lessons learned in designing a service with these objectives in mind.
The success of the approach adopted is probably most evinced in the periods when the workload of other
projects has led to us neglecting to monitor WebGrid usage for periods of a year or more. What
generally reminds us to take note of the WebGrid service after such a period is email from a user
concerned about disruption of their research or teaching through failure to access the server, usually
during the Calgary winter when power outages may disrupt the network through which the server is
connected to the Internet.
4.1 WebGrid IV
WebGrid has gone through three major upgrades since its release in 1994. WebGrid II was released in
January 1998 and offered multimedia annotation, user-defined customization, caching grids for use by
collaborators, and rule induction and inference facilities. WebGrid III was released in February 2001 and
offered advanced analysis features, improved expert system capabilities, and the capability to register
password-protected caches for remote data collection and analysis. Each new version has been
completely backwards compatible with earlier versions so that data collected by them can be aggregated
with later data and analyzed using later tools.
WebGrid IV, released for testing in June 2006, was completely re-written using current web
technologies within a Web 2.0 conceptual framework with aspirations to play a significant role in the
evolution of Web 3.0. It is completely script-driven and this, together with its support of Unicode, makes
it easy to re-program it to operate in any of the languages of the world without modification to the
application source code. Its documents have a modular structure supporting CSS styling so that
customization of its appearance is simple for end users. Interactivity has been improved through the use
of Javascript and dynamic HTML.
For example, in the original stand-alone application the relative positions of elements along a rating
scale was immediately visible as shown in Figure 1. The use of HTML menus as shown in Figure 2 was
effective for individual ratings but lost this relative positioning information, and a “Show Sorted” button
was added that reordered the elements to regain this feedback to the users. In WebGrid IV, Javascript is
used to restructure the DOM so that the ratings are always sorted immediately after a new rating is
entered. This and similar enhancements, have made the web application more supportive of its users.
WebGrid IV is one module in Rep IV (http://repgrid.com/), a new cross-platform implementation of our
repertory grid, concept mapping, and other conceptual modeling tools. All the applications were
refactored yet again and built on an object-oriented library of classes that simplify the development,
maintenance and enhancement of these types of tools (Gaines, 1994). A web server having the
architecture described in Section 3 and a web browser based on the HTML widget of the underlying
platform are part of Rep IV.
The wheel has now come a complete circle in that the standalone application is cross-platform to
Macintosh OS X and Microsoft Windows, so that a web service is no longer necessary to achieve crossplatform access. However, the need to support distributed communities of users across the Internet, and
the advantages of HTML as a graphic user interface language remain and are highly significant. The
standalone application can act as its own client/server combination and also as a server to standalone
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web browsers on the same machine or across the Internet. The application also provides modes of
knowledge elicitation and analysis on the local machine that are not yet readily supported through
existing HTML widgets, but which we plan to port to the web as its underlying technology continues to
evolve.
4.2 Lessons Learned and Future Directions
Looking back over the decade of the web application and the three decades of porting the repertory grid
tools, the most obvious lesson learned are the need to cope with the limitations of the technology of each
era, and to evolve the applications to take advantage of the rapidly evolving features of information
technology. As the Red Queen informed Alice, one has to run very fast to keep still. In the early years of
the standalone application we had to make major efforts to fit the programs into the small memories of
the computer and to optimize them to be reasonably interactive given low processor speed. In the early
years of the web port we had to keep image data small so as not to overload limited communication
facilities, and to limit the use of HTML features to the relatively small subset supported by virtually all
browsers. Until recent years the technologies for cross-platform implementation were complex,
expensive and unreliable, and became rapidly obsolete. The ease of implementation nowadays is
astonishing and the only limits seem to be human imagination.
For the future, the port of interactive graphics as discussed in Section 4 is our first priority, and
thereafter we envision the next major refactoring and implementation as being one where the
components of WebGrid IV are separated as individual services communicating through standardized
protocols and able to operate in a distributed fashion on multiple platforms across a network. This would
address one of our long-term objectives of supporting heterogeneous integration of a wide range of
knowledge acquisition, modeling and management tools.
Research progress is generally much slower than it could be because individual projects across the world
result in a plethora of systems whose operation generally cannot be sustained in the long-term. Research
could be systematically accelerated if the significant advances in such systems could be factored into
highly specific modules designed to interoperate with other modules across a network through welldefined protocols. This would facilitate the rapid prototyping of new, experimental systems, and would
help to make the outcomes of research much more cumulative.
The underlying technologies of the web and the Internet are structured in this way, and we need to
accelerate the movement towards structuring application technologies in the same fashion. This applies
both to tools such as WebGrid and to content, for example, educational materials when it is used in
constructivist learning environments. We envision WebGrid in its increasingly modular and
customizable implementation as becoming an integrated component of many online learning
environments where learners can, at any time, elicit their conceptual models of a domain, use them for
problem-solving and compare them with those of their peers and subject matter experts.
We welcome collaboration with colleagues having related objectives.
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